
**Reference Examples - Books [APA 7.02]**

**PRINT BOOK WITH ONE AUTHOR – DETAILED [APA 7.02.18]**


**KEY:**

- author (last name, first initial and middle initial)
- year of publication
- title
- place of publication
- publisher

**PRINT BOOK WITH EDITORS AND EDITION NUMBER [APA 7.02 & 6.27.Editors]**


**PRINT BOOK WITH TWO TO SEVEN AUTHORS (eight or more authors, include the first six authors' names, then use “....” and the final author's name) [APA 6.27.Authors]**


**PRINT ORGANIZATION AS AUTHOR AND PUBLISHER, EDITION OTHER THAN FIRST [APA 7.02]**


**PRINT ARTICLE REPRINTED IN AN EDITED BOOK [APA 7.02.26]**


**PRINT WORK OR CHAPTER WITHIN A LARGER WORK [APA 7.02]**


**PRINT ENCYCLOPEDIA, SIGNED ARTICLE [APA 7.02]**


**ELECTRONIC BOOK [APA 7.02.19]**


**ELECTRONIC VERSION OF BOOK CHAPTER FROM A DATABASE [APA 7.02]**

Reference Examples – Journals [APA 7.01]


**KEY:**
1. author  2. year  3. article title  4. journal title  5. volume  6. page numbers

PRINT JOURNAL ARTICLE with CONTINUOUS PAGINATION, ONE AUTHOR [APA 7.01]


PRINT JOURNAL ARTICLE with JOURNAL PAGINATED BY ISSUE [APA 7.01]


JOURNAL ARTICLE WITH EIGHT or more AUTHORS WITH ASSIGNED DOI [APA 7.01.2] Note: DOI will be on the first page.


ELECTRONIC VERSION OF A JOURNAL ARTICLE WITH DOI [APA 7.01.3]


PRINT MAGAZINE ARTICLE [APA 7.01.7] (Note: Magazine citations should include month, or month and day, as given.)


ELECTRONIC MAGAZINE ARTICLE [APA 7.01.8]


ELECTRONIC MAGAZINE ARTICLE, NO AUTHOR FROM A DATABASE [APA 6.27 & 7.01.8]


PRINT NEWSPAPER ARTICLE WITH AUTHOR [APA 7.01.10]


ELECTRONIC NEWSPAPER ARTICLE [APA 7.01.11]


Reference Examples – Internet Pages [APA]


**KEY:**
1. author  2. date  3. document title  4. electronic address [If no author #3 takes place of #1.]